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Ground Auger
STRUTTIN’ STAKE
GAT101    Assembly and Use Instructions

Thank you for making the purchase of the Struttin’ Stake from Ground Auger 
Hunting Solutions. These instructions will guide you to the proper assembly 
and use of the Struttin’ Stake with your turkey decoy (not included).
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ATTENTION: To maximize your satisfaction with your Struttin’ Stake, we 
highly recommend that you test fit your decoy and familiarize yourself 
with the proper operation before going into the field. Setting decoys in 
the wee hours (darkness) presents enough challenges. We want your 
hunt to be a success.

1. Each turkey decoy has a unique attachment connection. The Struttin’ 
Stake accommodates most, and can be customized to fit by using or 
eliminating the Removeable Decoy Rest. To remove it, simply twist counter-
clockwise up through the threads. If the Rest is tight, wrap the Rest in a cloth 
to protect it, and twist off using pliars.

2.Test fit your turkey decoy either by inserting the Threaded Tip end into the 
available plug hole on your decoy, or by twisting it into the 1/4”-20 threaded 
hole in your decoy.

WARNING: To prevent damage to your decoy, always remove the 
decoy, and transport the stake and decoy unassembled.

3. Scout the ground you’d like to place your decoy. While Ground Auger will 
hold in any terrain, some are obviously better than others, as muddy or wet 
conditions may require deeper depths in which to screw your Ground Auger 
(Figure A).

Figure A: Muddy or wet 
conditions may require deeper 
depths than a solid, hard or rocky 
condition. Insert your Ground 
Auger until solidly in place.

5. To remove after use, remove your decoy by reversing the installation 
process, grasp the Integrated Handle and twist counter-clockwise. Wipe off 
any moisture or debris and store in a dry place for best product lifespan.

4. Once in the field, insert the Solid Steel Auger into the ground, and using 
the Integrated Handle, twist clockwise until solidly in place (Figure B). 
Mount your decoy on the Threaded Tip until solidly in place.


